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(57) ABSTRACT 

The objective of this invention is to provide a game system 
and program that enable a greater variety of replay images, 
removing any monotony from such replay images. If an 
enemy object (16) is “locked-on” during a game, virtual 
camera change data is stored as replay data and virtual 
cameras for replay CA to CE are changed to a virtual camera 
CP pointing toWards the enemy object (16) from the player 
object (10) or a virtual camera CQ disposed in close prox 
imity to the enemy object (16). When an action occurs 
betWeen ?rst and second objects (or When such an action 
becomes possible), or When it is determined that ?rst and 
second objects are in a given positional relationship, based 
on position data, the virtual camera for replay changes. The 
system determines a packet necessary for the replay pro 
cessing of the current frame (a packet comprising virtual 
camera change data), and stores it as replay data. After a 
virtual camera has changed, further changes in the virtual 
camera are prohibited until a given period of time has 
elapsed. 

50 Claims, 16 Drawing Sheets 
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GAME SYSTEM AND PROGRAM 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to a game system and 
program. 

BACKGROUND ART 

There are many game systems known in the art that enable 
players to enjoy a game such as a shooting game, a sports 
game, or a hand-to-hand ?ghting game While viewing game 
images that are displayed on a screen. A game system of this 
type is usually provided With a function called a replay 
function, Which enables each player to use this replay 
function to see the state of his or her oWn game-play after the 
game has ended, from a vieWpoint that differs from that used 
in the game itself. Aprior-art technique for implementing a 
game system having such a replay function is disclosed in 
International Publication No. WO96/00601, for example. 

HoWever, conventional game systems having replay func 
tions alWays use a predetermined virtual camera for creating 
replay images. They are therefore unable to present replay 
images that shoW the effects of the player’s game-play 
during a game. The created replay images are therefore 
monotonous and uniform, so it is not possible to increase the 
variety of such replay images. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention Was devised in the light of the 
above described technical problem and has as an objective 
thereof the provision of a game system and program that 
enable a greater variety of replay images, removing any 
monotony from such replay images. 

In order to solve the above described technical problems, 
the present invention relates to a game system Which creates 
a game image, comprising: means for Writing virtual camera 
change data as replay data into a replay data storage means 
for storage When a second object Within a plurality of objects 
has come into a capture state Within a game; and means for 
changing virtual cameras that are used in the creation of 
replay images, based on the virtual camera change data 
comprised Within the thus-stored replay data. A computer 
usable information storage medium in accordance With this 
aspect of the invention comprises information (a program) 
for implementing (executing) the above described means. A 
program embodied on an information storage medium or in 
a carrier Wave in accordance With this aspect of the invention 
comprises a processing routine for implementing 
(executing) the above described means. 
When the second object is in a capture state in accordance 

With this aspect of the invention, virtual camera change data 
is stored as replay data. During replay processing, virtual 
cameras are changed (sWitched or selected) based on this 
virtual camera change data. This makes it possible to see 
different created replay images, depending on Whether or not 
the second object is in a capture state. As a result, it is 
possible to dramatically increase the variety of replay 
images, obviating the monotony of such replay images. 

In the game system, information storage medium, and 
program in accordance With the present invention, the cap 
ture state may be a lock-on state in a shooting game. This 
makes it possible to provide a variety of replay images, so 
that the player of a shooting game can identify Which object 
the player is aiming at, from the replay images. 

The present invention also relates to a game system Which 
creates a game image, comprising: means for Writing virtual 
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2 
camera change data as replay data into a replay data storage 
means for storage When an action has occurred betWeen ?rst 
and second objects or When that action has become possible; 
and means for changing virtual cameras that are used in the 
creation of replay images, based on the virtual camera 
change data comprised Within the thus-stored replay data. A 
computer-usable information storage medium in accordance 
With this aspect of the invention comprises information (a 
program) for implementing (executing) the above described 
means. A program embodied on an information storage 
medium or in a carrier Wave in accordance With this aspect 
of the invention comprises a processing routine for imple 
menting (executing) the above described means. 

When an action (such as a capture, strike, attack, defense, 
collision, or hit) has occurred betWeen ?rst and second 
objects in accordance With this aspect of the present 
invention, or When such an action has become possible, 
virtual camera change data is stored as replay data. During 
replay processing, changes in the virtual cameras are based 
on this virtual camera change data. This makes it possible to 
dramatically increase the variety of replay images to ensure 
that the player can see different created replay images 
depending on Whether or not an action has occurred betWeen 
the ?rst and second objects in the game, or Whether or not 
such an action has become possible. 

The present invention further relates to a game system 
Which creates a game image, comprising: means for Writing 
virtual camera change data as replay data in a replay data 
storage means for storage, When it has been determined that 
?rst and second objects are in a given positional relationship, 
based on position data of the ?rst and second objects; and 
means for changing virtual cameras that are used in the 
creation of replay images, based on the virtual camera 
change data comprised Within the thus-stored replay data. A 
computer-usable information storage medium in accordance 
With this aspect of the invention comprises information (a 
program) for implementing (executing) the above described 
means. A program embodied on an information storage 
medium or in a carrier Wave in accordance With this aspect 
of the invention comprises a processing routine for imple 
menting (executing) the above described means. 

According to this aspect of the invention, When it is 
determined that there is a given positional relationship 
betWeen the ?rst and second objects, based on position data 
of the ?rst and second objects, virtual camera change data is 
stored as replay data. During replay processing, changes in 
the virtual cameras are based on this virtual camera change 
data. This makes it possible to increase the variety of replay 
images to ensure that the player can see different created 
replay images depending on Whether or not a given posi 
tional relationship has occurred betWeen the ?rst and second 
objects in the game. 

In the game system, information storage medium, or 
program in accordance With the present invention, a virtual 
camera used in the creation of replay images may be 
changed to a virtual camera directed toWards the second 
object from the ?rst object or a player’s vieWpoint, based on 
the virtual camera change data. This makes it possible to 
create replay images that appear to be from a position Where 
the second object can be observed to enter the ?eld of vieW. 

In the game system, information storage medium, or 
program in accordance With the present invention, a virtual 
camera used in the creation of replay images may be 
changed to a virtual camera disposed in close proximity to 
the second object, based on the virtual camera change data. 
This makes it possible to increase the impression of replay 
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images, by enabling the creation of a replay image as seen 
from the side of the second object. 

In the game system, information storage medium, and 
program in accordance With the present invention, a packet 
necessary for the replay processing of the current frame may 
be determined from among packets used for replay process 
ing and be Written into the replay data storage means as 
replay data corresponding to the current frame, for storage; 
and the virtual camera change data may be Written into the 
replay data storage means as one of the packets used for 
replay processing, for storage. This makes it possible to use 
the replay data storage means efficiently, With no Wastage, 
by selecting only a packet necessary for the replay process 
ing of the current frame for storage in the replay data storage 
means. Any change in the speci?cations of the replay data 
can be accommodated in a simple fashion, even if it 
becomes necessary to store a neW type of replay data. 

In the game system, information storage medium, and 
program in accordance With the present invention, virtual 
camera change data may be Written into the replay data 
storage means as replay data, on condition that there is a 
change in the virtual camera change data from the previous 
frame. This makes it possible to prevent a state in Which 
unnecessary data is stored in the replay data storage means, 
When situations occur such as not change in the virtual 
camera change data for a long period of time. Therefore, the 
storage capacity used by the replay data storage means can 
be greatly reduced. 

In the game system, information storage medium, and 
program in accordance With the present invention, after the 
virtual cameras have been changed on the basis of the virtual 
camera change data, further change of virtual cameras may 
be prohibited until a given period of time has elapsed, even 
if further change of virtual cameras is directed. This makes 
it possible to prevent an unpleasant state in Which the replay 
images from virtual cameras are sWitched frequently, since 
further changes in the virtual camera are prohibited for a 
given period of time, even if such a change is directed 
repeatedly. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shoWs an eXample of a block diagram of a game 
system in accordance With an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 is illustrative of lock-on (capture) of an enemy 
object. 

FIG. 3 is illustrative of a method of changing virtual 
camera for replay, When an enemy object has been locked 
onto. 

FIGS. 4A and 4B shoW eXamples of replay images shoWn 
by changed virtual cameras. 

FIG. 5 is illustrative of a method of storing a packet 
necessary for the replay processing of the current frame as 
replay data, and also storing virtual camera change data as 
one such packet. 

FIG. 6 is illustrative of the classi?cation data that is added 
to the packet header. 

FIG. 7 is illustrative of a method of storing virtual camera 
change data as replay data, provided that there is a change 
in virtual camera change data from the previous frame. 

FIG. 8 is illustrative of a method of prohibiting any 
change in virtual cameras once the virtual cameras have 
been changed, until a given period of time has elapsed. 

FIG. 9 is a ?oWchart of a detailed eXample of the 
processing of this embodiment of the invention. 
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4 
FIG. 10 is another ?oWchart of the detailed eXample of the 

processing of this embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. 11 is a further ?oWchart of the detailed eXample of 

the processing of this embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. 12 is illustrative of the lock-on area. 

FIG. 13 shoWs an eXample of the con?guration of hard 
Ware that can implement this embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIGS. 14A, 14B, and 14C shoW examples of various 
different systems to Which the present invention can be 
applied. 

FIGS. 15A and 15B are illustrative of applications of the 
present invention to a ?shing game and a baseball game. 

FIG. 16 is illustrative of an application of the present 
invention to a soccer game. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

Preferred embodiments of the present invention are 
described beloW With reference to the accompanying ?gures. 
Note that, although the folloWing description relates to an 
eXample of the present invention applied to a shooting game, 
this invention is not limited thereto and thus it can be applied 
to various other types of game. 

1. Structure 

A typical block diagram of a device in accordance With an 
embodiment of this invention is shoWn in FIG. 1. Note that 
the embodiment shoWn in this ?gure comprises at least a 
processing section 100 (or the processing section 100 and a 
storage section 140, or the processing section 100, the 
storage section 140, and an information storage medium 
150), but other blocks thereof (such as a manipulation 
section 130, an image generation section 160, a display 
section 162, a sound generation section 170, a sound output 
section 172, a communications section 174, an interface 
section 176, and a memory card 180) can be implemented by 
any other structural components. 

In this case, the processing section 100 is designed to 
perform various types of processing, such as controlling the 
entire system, issuing instructions to the various blocks 
Within the device, and performing game computations, 
Where the functions thereof can be implemented by hard 
Ware such as a CPU (either CISC or RISC), a DSP, or an 
ASIC (such as a gate array), and by a given program (game 
program). 

The manipulation section 130 is designed to alloW the 
player to input operating data, Where the functions thereof 
can be implemented by hardWare such as a joystick, buttons, 
cross-shaped keys, and a casing. 
The storage section 140 acts as a Work area for compo 

nents such as the processing section 100, the image genera 
tion section 160, the sound generation section 170, the 
communications section 174, and the interface section 176, 
Where the functions thereof can be implemented by hard 
Ware such as RAM. 

The information storage medium (a storage medium that 
enables the reading of information therefrom by a computer) 
150 stores information such as a program and data. The 
functions thereof can be implemented by hardWare such as 
an optical disk (CD-ROM or DVD), a magneto-optical disk 
(MO), a magnetic disk, a hard disk, magnetic tape, or 
semiconductor memory (ROM). The processing section 100 
is designed to eXecute the various types of processing of this 
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invention, based on information such as the program and 
data stored in this information storage medium 150. The 
processing section 100 performs various types of processing 
in accordance With the present invention, based on the 
information stored in this information storage medium 150. 
In other Words, the information storage medium 150 con 
tains various types of information (program and data) for 
implementing the means (particularly the blocks comprised 
Within the processing section 100) of this embodiment of the 
present invention. 

Note that all or part of the information stored in the 
information storage medium 150 can be transferred to the 
storage section 140 at a suitable time, such as at poWer-on. 
The information stored in the information storage medium 
150 comprises at least one type of information, such as 
program coding for executing the processing in accordance 
With the present invention, image information, sound 
information, shape information for display objects, table 
data, list data, player information, information for instruct 
ing processing in accordance With the present invention, or 
information for performing processing in accordance With 
such instructions. 

The image generation section 160 is designed to create 
various images and output them to the display section 162 in 
accordance With instructions such as those from the pro 
cessing section 100, Where the functions thereof can be 
implemented by hardWare such as an image generation 
ASIC, CPU, or DSP, as Well as a given program (image 
creation program) and image information. 

The sound generation section 170 is designed to create 
various sounds and output them to sound output section 172 
in accordance With instructions such as those from the 
processing section 100, Where the functions thereof can be 
implemented by hardWare such as a sound generation ASIC, 
CPU, or DSP, as Well as a given program (sound creation 
program) and sound information (such as Waveform data). 

The communications section 174 is designed to provide 
various forms of control for executing communications to 
and from an external device (such as a host machine or 
another game system), Where the functions thereof can be 
implemented by hardWare such as a communications ASIC 
or CPU and a given program (communications program). 

Note that the information used for implementing the 
processing of the present invention could also be distributed 
to the information storage medium 150 possessed by a host 
device (server), through a netWork and the communications 
section 174. The use of such an information storage medium 
in a host device (server) is comprised Within the scope of this 
invention. 
Some or all of the functions of the processing section 100 

could equally Well be implemented by the functions of the 
image generation section 160, the sound generation section 
170, or the communications section 174. Alternatively, some 
or all of the functions of the image generation section 160, 
the sound generation section 170, or the communications 
section 174 could be implemented by the functions of the 
processing section 100. 

The interface section 176 is designed to provide an 
interface for exchanging information to and from a memory 
card (broadly speaking, a portable information storage 
device comprising a portable game machine or the like) 180, 
Where the functions thereof can be implemented by a slot 
into Which a memory card can be inserted or a controller IC 
for reading and Writing data. Note that if the exchange of 
information With the memory card 180 is implemented by 
using Wireless means, such as infrared, the functions of the 
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6 
interface section 176 could be implemented by hardWare 
such as a semiconductor laser and an infrared sensor. 

The processing section 100 comprises a game computa 
tion section 110. 

In this case, the game computation section 110 performs 
various types of game-related processing such as processing 
for accepting a coin (fee), processing for setting various 
game modes, processing for moving the game forWard, 
processing for setting selection screens, processing for 
determining the position and angle (rotational angle about an 
axis) of an object (character or moving body), processing for 
determining the vieWpoint position and line-of-sight angle, 
processing for reproducing the motion of an object, process 
ing for disposing an object Within an object space, hit check 
processing, processing for calculating game results 
(achievements and score), processing for enabling a plural 
ity of players to play in a common game space, or game-over 
processing, based on factors such as manipulation data from 
the manipulation section 130 and data and a game program 
from the memory card 180. 
The game computation section 110 comprises a replay 

data issue section 112, a packet processing section 114, a 
replay processing section 120, and a virtual camera process 
ing section 124. 

In this case, the replay data issue (generate) section 112 
performs processing to issue replay data (candidates for 
replay data to be stored) to be stored in a replay data storage 
section (replay buffer) 142. More speci?cally, the functions 
of this replay data issue section 112 implemented by pro 
cessing routines for controlling an object (character or 
moving body) that the player manipulates and processing 
routines for controlling an object that the computer manipu 
lates. In other Words, When an object is moved by the 
manipulations of the player or the manipulations of the 
computer, these processing routines issue position data and 
angle (direction) data for the object after the movement. The 
thus-issued replay data is input to the packet processing 
section 114. 

In this embodiment of the invention, the replay data issue 
section 112 comprises a lock-on determination section 113. 
The lock-on determination section 113 performs processing 
to determine Whether or not there is an enemy object 
amongst a plurality of enemy objects that has been locked 
on (broadly speaking, captured). The result of this determi 
nation is output to the packet processing section 114 as 
replay data. 
The packet processing section 114 receives the replay data 

issued by the replay data issue section 112 then performs 
processing to Write the necessary replay data in packet form 
into a replay data storage section 142 for storage. 
More speci?cally, the packet processing section 114 com 

prises a determination section 116, a compression section 
117, an assembly section 118, and a Write section 119. The 
determination section 116 determines Whether or not to store 
the replay data from the replay data issue section 112 in the 
replay data storage section 142. The con?guration could be 
such that values of component data of replay data (such as 
position data, angle data, animation number, object display/ 
non-display ?ag, model number, or virtual camera change 
data) for the current frame are compared With values thereof 
for the previous frame, and any component data that has 
changed from the previous frame is stored in the replay data 
storage section 142, by Way of example. 
The compression section 117 performs processing to 

compress the replay data. More speci?cally, it operates to 
reduce the number of bits in position data and angle data for 


















